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“It was really awesome to see God begin to unite [the freshman class] as a single group before we even met each other. It’s amazing
what God has already done with us and I am excited to see what he continues to do.” GEOFF NELSON, LIFE & TIMES
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The football team raises the wagon wheel for the the fourth consecutive year after a 28-6 win over Anderson last night.
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CAR REGISTRATION INCREASES:
The cost of registering a
student-owned vehicle rose
to $25 this fall. According to
Chief of Police Jeff Wallace,
this fee has not changed for
more than 15 years and is
still lower than state school
fees.
PROFESSOR CONTRIBUTES TO ART BOOK:
Taylor University art faculty
member Jonathan Bouw’s
paintings were published in
The Boy, the Kite, & the Wind
by Al Andrews.
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Today

97°
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Saturday
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67°
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77°
48°

WHEEL STAYS IN UPLAND
E

ven
with
DANIEL MORRILL
new
full-time
SPORTS EDITOR
starters
sprinkled
throughout the offense, Head Coach Ron Korfmacher
was confident he would see production in last night’s
season opener against Anderson University.
“These are guys who have been in our program,
been in our system, know our terminology, know
our offense, so the opportunity for them to have a
lot of production quickly is good,” Korfmacher said
Wednesday.
Korfmacher was right, as Taylor scored both early

and late, winning 28-6 to keep the wagon wheel in
Upland for the fourth year in a row. Though the
Taylor–Anderson rivalry is more than 50 years old,
the wagon wheel tradition began in 1990. Anderson
has hoisted the wheel 11 times to Taylor’s 10.
“The key to the game was our consistency on
defense,” Korfmacher said on WBAT 1400 AM after
the game. “Down after down, even when they were
on the field for a long time.”
Anderson started with the ball and came out
throwing. The Ravens did not attempt a run until
their third possession. Good coverage by the Tro-

IRENE CRACKS EAST
COAST CONFIDENCE
KARA HACKETT

NEWS CO-EDITOR

Muddy water washes over towns. streets were deserted during the
Asphalt roads break like chocolate storm,” Winquist said. “Most people
bars. Rescue crews sift through followed Mayor Bloomberg’s orders to
remains as homeowners watch in stay at home. This was the first time
the NYC subway system was closed
horror.
Images of Hurricane Irene’s after- and all the commuter railway lines
math tells the story of a storm that were shut down, as were the three
killed 45 people along the east coast major airports.”
The Winquists plan to visit their
and left more than 4 million people
without power last weekend. However, home this weekend to assess the damthe hurricane left more than a crack age, including minor flooding in the
in the Washington Monument. As the basement.
“It seems Connecticut was hit
10th billion-dollar weather event to
affect the U.S. this year, Irene cracked harder,” Winquist said. “I understand
half the population of
the confidence of
the state was withAmericans along the
out
electricity. Also
east coast—includ“I think the primary affect
very badly affected,
ing Taylor students,
the hurricane had was in
s u r p r i s i n g l y, wa s
faculty and alumni—
forcing New York City to, in
upstate
New York
who once underestieffect, shut down.”
and New England
mated the threat of
like Vermont. That
tropical storms.
is really unusual.”
While earning her
Freshman Neal Olson left his home
Juris Doctorate at New York University School of Law, 2008 Taylor in Acton, Mass., to attend Welcome
alumna Sharde Armstrong experi- Weekend last Friday. However, his
enced Irene firsthand as it turned the parents had to drive home at 9 a.m.
“city that never sleeps” into a ghost Saturday to beat the storm.
“They drove straight through the
town.
“I think the primary affect the hur- night,” Olson said. “They got home
ricane had was in forcing New York around 1 a.m. Sunday. They said they
City to, in effect, shut down,” Arm- lost power, and a lot of the people in
strong said. “With no public transpor- the town lost power. My family eventation, it seemed the city was much tually got our power back, but other
quieter than usual, and there were people still didn’t have power (by
hardly any people on the streets . . . . Monday), so they came to our house
On the one hand, I want to say that to shower.”
In New York, Armstrong reported
the hurricane’s anticipated effects
were overblown, but I think that we public transit was running again
should always err on the side of cau- Monday morning, and most flooded
areas had been pumped. However,
tion in terms of preparation.”
Dr. Allen Winquist and Dr. Jessica Hurricane Irene left its mark on the
Rousselow-Winquist own a home in lives of east coast Americans.
“Tropical storms and hurricanes can
Bayside, Queens, N.Y., where neighbors reported minor damage and happen anywhere,” Olson said. “Usuwidespread evacuation of low-lying ally Massachusetts is not a big place
for hurricanes. It’s just a reminder
areas.
“Everyone has commented how the that anything can happen.”

jans and several dropped passes kept the Anderson
offense — who went three and out in two of their
first three possessions — from getting going early.
After a holding call negated a would-be first down
on the Trojans’ second possession, junior quarterback Nick Freeman threw a short pass on third and
long into the flat to junior receiver Chris Stutzman,
who ran the ball 68 yards straight down the sideline
for the touchdown. Senior Cameron Parker tacked
on the extra point with 9:49 left in the first quarter
to give Taylor a 7-0 lead.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

STUDENTS AMIDST
UNTHINKABLE TRAGEDY
Taylor students stunned by Indiana State Fair
stage collapse at concert
CHRISTEN GALL
STAFF WRITER

Indiana’s annual State Fair turned The Huffington Post reported that
deadly when overhead rigging on a the state of Indiana officially hired
concert stage collapsed during a Sug- Witt Associates, a public safety and
arland concert on Saturday¸ Aug. 13. crisis management firm based in
Seven people died in the accident, and Washington, D.C., to investigate the
safety measures taken or the lack
over 40 were injured.
According to meteorologist Chuck thereof on Aug. 13. The engineering
Lofton of Skytrak Weather Channel firm Thornton Tomasetti was also
13 in Indianapolis, a severe thunder- hired to determine the cause of the
storm warning was issued at 8:39 p.m. collapsed stage from an architectural
for Marion county. Winds were clocked perspective.
The Indiana State Fair Commisat 70 mph in Plainfield in Hendricks
County, located a little over 20 miles sion announced last Wednesday that
they set up a website for the invesfrom the Fairgrounds.
“The stage collapsed at 8:55, 16 min- tigation. State Fair attendees have
utes after the warning was issued by been invited to post videos and phothe National Weather Service,” Lofton tos before and after the collision to
the website. Thornton Tomasetti told
said.
Cynthia Hoye, the fair’s Executive Indianapolis Star reporters the photos
Director told The New York Times and videos will enable engineers to
that police officers and fair workers understand what happened.
were about to evacuate the crowd just
Indianapolis is not the only city to
before the concert stage collapsed.
see high winds destroy concert strucFreshman Nicholas Maloney, who tures. At the Pukkelpop Music Feswent to the concert, observed a large tival in Belgium, two concert stages
number of state police officers stand- collapsed, killing five and injuring 140
ing by the stair entrances prior to only days after the incident in Indiana.
stage collapsing.
Winds were calculated at 43 mph in
Maloney and his brother, Taylor Hasselt, the town closest to the conalumni Brennan Maloney, attended cert site. The festival was canceled
the Indianapolis concert on a whim after the accident.
and witnessed the tragedy.
Many question what the next step is
“It took me about a minute to realize for the state when it comes to preventthat there were people under there,” ing future events like this.
Nicholas Maloney said.
“The State may impose a firm severe
He was impressed with the response weather policy for the State Fair, and
of many of the concert goers.
local towns may change and tighten
“People immediately wanted to run up severe weather policy,” Lofton said.
down to help.”
“But [regulations] will still be left up
State police, workplace safety agen- to individuals, companies, businesses
cies and the state fair began inves- and families. Hopefully, folks will take
tigations immediately following the watches and warnings much more
accident, but all investigations are seriously.”
under the jurisdiction of the state.
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The “Olson Twins” stand guard over the southeast corner of campus.

EXTREME MAKEOVER: CAMPUS EDITION
MEREDITH SELL

Summer 2011 was a summer of construction,
deconstruction and reconstruction on campus.

Residence

Major progress was made on Euler, the new
science building, with most of the brickwork
done and most of the windows installed. The
complex is scheduled to be finished May 2012
and ready for classes next fall, though its
certification through LEED (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design) may take
a few more months, according to Ron Sutherland, VP of Business Management for Taylor.
The two wind turbines east of Olson Hall
are new, as well, and part of the science complex. Together with solar panels installed
on Nussbaum’s south-facing roof, they are
expected to provide about 30 percent of the
power for operating Euler.
“I initially really liked the wind turbines,”
said Kari Webster, a junior living in Olson
Hall. “I thought they could bring a lot of positive attention to Taylor. Then one of the first
mornings on campus, I noticed the sunlight
coming in my window was flashing because
of the turbines’ blades.”

LIVING TO
SERVE
KYLA MARTIN
NEWS CO-EDITOR

Hometown pride: it’s about where a person
calls home. A house is just a building, but the
people who fill it in unison make it a home. In
Taylor University’s case, a dorm transforms
into a home through the actions of its personnel assistants (PA).
PAs hold the responsibility of greeting
freshmen on move-in day and informing wingmates of rules, but beyond that, they care for
their wings on a much deeper level.
“The meeting side is second-hand to what
we really want to be on the wing,” said junior
Kyle Salsbery, third west Wengatz PA.
Reasons for applying for PA vary, but the
love and appreciation of the wing as a whole
often contributes to the cause.
“It was a place where all the guys could be

English saw its third summer of renovations,
after the installation of a sprinkler system
two years ago and new bathrooms and plumbing last year. The walls inside were repainted,
carpeting was laid down for the first time, and
new furniture was put in all the suites.
“The new couches are really comfortable,
and the carpeting will be especially nice in
the winter,” said Chelsea Molin, an English
Hall resident.
Next summer, English Hall Director’s apartment might be expanded and the kitchen area
may be improved, according to Sutherland.
Gerig Hall also saw some changes, with a
brand new brick entryway with landscaping
and bathroom renovations. Previously, each
bathroom had one tub, along with several
showers. Over the summer, the tubs were
replaced with showers, the drain lines were
replaced, and a new boiler was installed,
according to Greg Holloway, Supervisor of
Contracting for Taylor.

Reade Memorial Liberal Arts
Center

According to Sutherland, Reade had not been
renovated before this summer since it was
first built. New windows and window shades
were installed in Reade. New lights were put
in the halls. The two restrooms on the second
floor were redone.
“The windows were an energy and comfort
question,” said Sutherland. “The old windows
weren’t as efficient. We were actually losing
power.”
Walls in the upstairs and downstairs were
also altered, primarily for aesthetic purposes.
“There are studies that show when you
improve the aesthetics of a place, learning
actually improves,” Sutherland said.
Next summer, Taylor hopes to renovate
Reade’s first floor restrooms and begin looking at classroom changes.

open an honest with each other, and that’s of guys on the wing can look back and realize
something I respected and something that how they’ve transformed,” Salsbery said.
According to senior Kalyn Lantz and junior
I wanted to continue and be a part of,” said
Kirsten Sobol, second west Olson co-PAs, the
junior Austin Stoltzfus, fourth Gerig PA.
PAs are leaders who influence the lives of six seniors and many more upperclassmen
more than 20 men or women each school year. living on their wing give way to second west
Their exact roles cannot be written, as each pride. As most of the girls have lived together
for several years, closeness is apparent, but
wings’ needs are different.
For Salsbery’s wing, breaking free of old tra- they want to go deeper.
“ . . . For it to be a safe place,
ditions that no longer apply
to be real, to be authentic, to
is necessary.
“Me and my co-P.A. want to
really do life together and
“Our wing is traditionally
hold each other accountable,
care for one another fully,”
known as very outdoorsey,
and we want the wing to
Lantz said.
camping, shooting guns and
hold us accountable.”
“We’re just a part of somea lot of guys still like to do
thing so much bigger,” Sobol
that, but we don’t want that
to be a place where if you don’t go outdoors, said.
Big dreams require big plans of action. PAs
and you live on third west, you feel out of
place,” Salsbery said. “We’re kind of trans- must meet both requirements.
“I think the biggest way is really . . . we want
forming our wing culture.”
Salsbery and his co-PAs theme for the year to lead by being a model, in a way,” Salsbery
is the movie “Transformers,” paired with said. “Me and my co-PA want to hold each
other accountable, and we want the wing to
Romans 12:2.
“We want guys on the wing to look at areas hold us accountable.”
“It just takes us living it first and foremost,”
of their lives that they want to transform,
personally . . . and at the end of the year a lot Lantz said.

Only when someone tells me
Daily Basis
Monthly Basis
Weekly Basis

Students stress the importance
of current events in daily life

KARA HACKETT
NEWS CO-EDITOR

they only find out about current events by
word of mouth.
More than half of students who actively
seek current events (56 percent) find information online, compared to 17 percent who watch
news on television, 6 percent who read local or
national newspapers and 2 percent who read
news magazines.
Senior Tom Weingartner believes keeping
up with current events by any means helps
students make informed decisions as wellrounded citizens.
“For domestic issues, you’re going to be
electing the people who are going to represent
you,” Weingartner said. “The way our country’s set up, it’s very beneficial for the people
in it to have an idea of what’s going on.”
Weingartner recommends reading about
current events online and signing up for
newsletters.
“It’s much easier than it ever used to be,”
Weingartner said. “If you spend 10 minutes a
day looking through the headlines, then you
will have a good idea of what’s going on in the
world. That’s an advantage that no one ever
had in the past.”
Moore follows newsfeeds from CNN, ABC
and the United Nations on Twitter.

How often do you read up on
current events?

26%
14%

21%
38%

Nussbaum:
greenhouse glass
replaced with
plexiglass, corridor
improved, bathrooms updated.

Olson and Wengatz Halls:
new brick entryways, like that in
front of Gerig.

SmithHermanson
Recital Hall:
pews replaced
with theater
seats.

Track &
Field:
New tower
between Tennis
Courts and the
track.

Wengatz Hall:
Resident director’s apartment
remodeled.

Zondervan
Library:
Second floor
repainted.

Hodson Dining Commons:
Wood inside
was painted.
New sidewalks
outside.

Water Tower:
Painting crew
donated a painting of Taylor’s
logo on the west
side of the tower.

Local/National Newpapers
News Magazines
News on TV
Online
Word of Mouth

FRIDAY
CHA P EL - FA CULTY

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER VS. HA NNI BA L

LaGrange College
3 p.m.

MEN’S TENNI S VS. CED A RVI LLE

Home
4 p.m.

VOLLEYBA LL VS. G EORG ETOWN A ND
OLI VET NA Z A RENE TOURNEY

Home
5:30 p.m.

VOLLEYBA LL VS. G EORG ETOWN A ND
OLI VET NA Z A RENE TOURNEY

KEEPING IT CURRENT
After a summer of political upheaval, debt
dilemmas and Middle-Eastern unrest, Taylor
students and faculty return to small-town
life in Upland, Ind. However, as classes begin,
current events continue to shape the nation
and the world, prompting students to stay in
touch with the global community.
“It’s really important for people to know
what’s going on in the world, especially today
when we have so much going on,” senior Katie
Moore said.
Moore spent last semester in Washington,
D.C., with the American Studies program
through Best Semester. Her public policy
focus helped her better understand how
worldwide current events affect what happens in Americans’ daily lives.
“You hear the word ‘globalization,’” Moore
said. “Things we do in the U.S. impact what
happens in other countries, and things that
happen in other countries impact what happens in the federal government and what
happens at the state level. Everything is so
intertwined. It’s important to keep up with
current events because they impact us day
to day.”
Although the impact of current events is
constant, interest and awareness varies from
student to student. In a school-wide study
of 125 randomly selected students, 59 percent report reading up on current events at
least once a week. However, 26 percent say

The Loop:
Science center
parking lot
finished, access
to The Loop for
the first time
in a year.

Wolgemuth Hall, a new residence hall for
upperclassmen, was finished after three facilities were torn down. Landscaping and a parking lot were put in for its residents’ use.

STAFF WRITER

Euler Science Complex

KSAC:
new lines
painted on the
indoor track.

Home
8 p.m.

“We all have crazy lives,” Moore said. “It’s
not always convenient to go online, get a
paper or read a news article. Twitter gives
you a little blurb of what’s going on, and if you
have time, you can read the link.”
Despite increased accessibility, senior Nate
Reynolds says students are frequently too
busy with their studies and personal lives to
consider current events.
“It’s difficult because we’re so consumed
with work,” Reynolds said. “In college—especially at Taylor—we’ve got this community,
and we don’t really focus on what’s going on
outside.”
Reynolds believes the “Taylor bubble,” or
“tightly-knit community,” lessens students’
interest in off-campus concerns.
“The ‘Taylor bubble’ is a hindrance for students seeking knowledge of the outside world,
but it helps build community because we’re
all together,” Reynolds said.
Nevertheless, Political Science Professor
Phil Loy says keeping up with current events
is essential to students’ understanding of the
ever-changing political scene in America and
beyond.
“(Taylor students) are citizens,” Loy said.
“They can vote. They need to know what’s
going on in the world. Plus, what’s going on
in the world has true impact on their lives.”

SATURDAY
MEN’S TENNI S VS. HUNTI NG TON

Home
10 a.m.

WOMEN’S TENNI S VS. HUNTI NG TON

Home
10 a.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER VS. FONTBONNE

Fontbonne
12 p.m.

COMMUNI TY P LUNG E PA RT I I

(local community)
3 p.m.

MONDAY
NO CHA P EL—LA BOR D AY

Classes resume at 5 p.m.

TUESDAY
WOMEN’S TENNI S VS. ST. FRA NCI S

Where do you most frequently get your
information?

6%

MEN’S SOCCER VS. I TT TECH

18%

2%

17%

Saint Francis
2:30 p.m.

Home
4 p.m.

56%

MEN’S TENNI S VS. ST. FRA NCI S

Home
4 p.m.
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Civilians decry bloodshed in Lybian revolts. Rebel forces have been attempting to overthrow Gadhafi since March.

Crumbling Dictatorship

R

“The U.N. contribution is very much welcomed and
appreciated,” Nayed said. “However, we don’t anticipate asking for any U.N. forces to be involved and of
course we also don’t want any troops on the ground
from any nation.”
Immense violence and terror continues to grip the
streets of Libya despite a near-victory for opposition
forces. Hospitals are full to near-capacity, and many of
the wounded cannot seek care due to street violence.
Despite the immense bloodshed, however, rebels
claim to be determined to protect civilian lives.
“We don’t want to spill a lot of blood . . . because
they are our brothers,” one rebel fighter told CNN.
An estimated 50,000 people, including civilians
and combatants, have been killed during the past
six months of war, according to a rebel commander.
Those estimates are reported to be low, according to
a CNN report.
But as rebels continue to dismantle pro-Gaddafi
forces, civilians celebrate impending victory in the
streets. Promises for reform have captivated the
nation and have inspired them to persevere through
current trials.

“Torture and
detention will never
convince the people of
Syria that might
is right.”
- Irina Bokova, Director-General of UN
Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

Photo by Associated Press

Rebels are now moving to take control of
ebel forces sense victory in MACKENZI KLEMANN
the city of Sirte, Gadhafi’s birthplace and
Libya12 days after overtaking
WORLD EDITOR
one of the few remaining areas under his
Moammar Gadhafi’s Tripoli
control, according to a BBC report.
compound and have issued an
Saif al-Islam Gaddafi expressed even
ultimatum for loyalist troops
to surrender by Saturday, according to BBC reports. more animosity toward rebel threats.
“We would like to assure the people that we are
Although Gadhafi’s location remains unclear,
opposition forces are set to overtake the remaining steadfast and the commander is doing well. The
bastions under his control, according to a CNN.com resistance continues and victory is near,” he said in a
telephone interview with Rai TV, according to BBC.
report.
“This is no more than media propaganda to distort
“What we are offering—and are still offering—is
that (if) they surrender, they will be safe, they will public opinion,” he said, according to CNN. “Everyone
be brought to court under international supervision, should move now, begin to attack these gangsters.
Attack everyone, day and night, until we clean this
and that’s basically the deal on the table.”
Ali Tarhouni, finance and oil minister for the oppo- country from those gangsters and those traitors.”
The interim council will meet with representatives
sition National Transitional Council, said in a statefrom about 60 countries and organizations Thursday
ment on CNN. “Take it or leave it.”
Saaidi Gaddafi, one of Col. Gaddafi’s sons, appeared in Paris to make plans for a new Libyan government,
open to negotiations in the past, but now appears according to a CNN report. Council members intend
for rebels to conduct democratic elections within 18
unwilling.
“Since they don’t want to negotiate, I don’t think I months, among other negotiations.
Aref Nayed, spokesman for the interim counwill go to them and surrender myself,” Saaidi Gaddafi said in a statement to CNN. “They have already cil’s stabilization team, said although rebel forces
killed thousands of people and destroyed the country. will cooperate with the United Nations, they have
I’d rather surrender to a real government than . . . to expressed inhibitions to foreign military involvement,
according to a CNN report.
those guys.”

Syrian protestors rally for freedom in the midst of government crackdowns.

Crimes against humanity

T

Turkey’s President
he abuse of
KARI TRAVIS
Abdullah Gul prehuman rights in
CONTRIBUTOR
sented a statement
Syria continues
despite international efforts to to the Anatolia news agency, saying
intercede on behalf of Syrian citi- that Syria had “reached a level that is
everything too little, too late . . . . Everyzens.
The political and social conflicts one should know that we are with the
began in 2007 when Syrian President Syrian people . . . what is fundamental
Bashar al-Assad was re-elected through is the people.”
Syria’s ally country, Iran, has also
questionable means and circumstances,
according to the U.S. Department of urged al-Assad to cooperate with SyrState’s website.
ian national opinion.
“The mission found a pattern of human
“The government should answer to the
rights violations that constitutes wide- demands of its people, be it Syria, Yemen
spread or systematic attacks against or other countries,” Iranian Foreign Minthe civilian population, which may ister Ali Akbar Salehi said.
amount to crimes against humanity,” a
The U.N. Security Council has also
U.N. investigative mission report said,
according to the Arab News.
State Department Spokeswoman
“While world leaders collaborate
Victoria Nuland spoke out against the
on the best solution to the Syrian
conflicts, violence continues to
jailing of five Syrian political activists
erupt on Syria’s streets.”
for their verbal opposition to al-Assad.

“While making empty promises about
dialogue with the Syrian people, the
Assad regime continues to carry out
brutal attacks against peaceful Syrians
trying to exercise their right to free
expression. We demand that the Assad
regime immediately stop its campaign of
terror through torture, illegal imprisonment and murder,” Nuland said, according to CNN.
Syria’s neighboring countries are also
calling for Syria to bring an end to the
violence, according to a report from BBC
News.

received a draft resolution from the
United States, France, Britain and
Germany, which advises interference
with al-Assad’s personal assets and
a prohibition of arms commerce with
Syria. Russia stands in opposition to
this resolution, instead proposing Syrian
government reformation and political
compromise.
President al-Assad has answered
international scrutiny with “vague
promises of reform and clear threats

against protestors,” according to a CNN
report. President al-Assad went on to
say that while he is open to “national
dialogue,” he has no intention of personally meeting with members of the
opposition. “It is not a dialogue of the
opposition with the government . . . but
it should be a dialogue that will include
all fabrics of the Syrian society,” he said.
While world leaders collaborate on
the best solution to the Syrian conflicts,
violence continues to erupt on Syria’s
streets. Security officials stormed the
al-Rifai Mosque in Damascus, an action
which led to all-night protests, according
to a BBC News report. Witnesses testified there was at least one killed. Several
more were wounded.
Syrian celebrities with oppositional
political stances also have been directly
targeted. One such alleged attack targeted Syrian political cartoonist Ali Farzat, according to a CNN report. Farzat,
who had released a controversial cartoon
of President al-Assad, faced abduction
and abuse at the hands of a group of
disguised men. He was later found lying
on a Damascus road. The 60-year-old
cartoonist was taken to a hospital where
his badly bruised eyes, face and hands
were treated and bandaged.
After a photograph of the hospitalized
Farzat was released, a group of Syrian
Facebook users posted the picture of Farzat’s bruised and bandaged face to their
profiles in a unique show of support.

China- Apple suppliers in China
have been accused of systemic
pollution. A report issued by
five Chinese non-governmental
organizations has singled out
Apple as being unresponsive to
containing pollution. A responsibility report issued by Apple
said that 80 facilities were not
storing or handling hazardous
chemicals properly and required
these facilities to meet current
Apple standards.
Guatemala- New evidence was
discovered linking a U.S. medical
research group to unethical human experiments in Guatemala.
Researchers, who examined the
effectiveness of penicillin in
treating various STDs, intentionally infected subjects without
their consent. The U.S. has since
apologized for the incident and
is continuing an investigation on
the matter.
Iraq- August saw the first
month with no U.S. troop casualties since the invasion in 2003.
Since the U.S. pulled its combat
troops from Iraq last year, 56
troops have been killed. Between
46,000 to 50,000 troops remain
in Iraq to provide support and
training, with a Jan. 1, 2012,
deadline to withdraw.

Peru- Jordan van der Sloot has
been charged with the murder
of Stephany Flores. Flores was
found dead in van der Sloot’s
Lima hotel room in May 2010,
and Peruvian authorities are
asking for a 30-year prison
sentence. Van der Sloot was also
a suspect in the case of missing
Alabama teenager Natalee Holloway, but was never charged.
India- Anti-corruption activist
Anna Hazare returned home
Wednesday from a Delhi hospital.
Hazare ended his 12-day hunger
strike after legislatures expressed support for his proposed
anti-corruption legislation.
Mexico- Five suspects have
been arrested for alleged involvement in last week’s burning of a
Monterrey casino, which killed
52 people. The suspects, who are
members of the Los Zetas gang,
“have confessed, and we have
scientific proof that these people
participated,” Nuevo Leon Gov.
Rodrigo Medina de la Cruz said.
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ROOKIES ROLL INTO UPLAND
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Taylor community welcomes the class of 2015

467 INCOMING STUDENTS
248 GIRLS (53.1%)
219 BOYS (46.9%)
28 STATES REPRESENTED
(56% OF STATES REPRESENTED)

7 COUNTRIES
AVERAGE GPA: 3.62
AVERAGE ACT: 27
AVERAGE SAT: 1150

FEATHER INFATUATION
CONTRIBUTOR

may sound cliché to you after one or two years,
This week Upland welcomed 467 new faces
but deliberate relationships and unique campus
to Taylor University. The class of 2015 invaded
with full force. “The admissions staff has enjoyed activities make people want to be here.
Barnett said time and time again she has
the privilege of working with these students,”
heard incoming students say of TU’s community,
said Director of Admissions, Amy Barnett, “and
we know pieces of their stories. They have much “It’s just different.”
“It’s just an honest community that people
to contribute, and are anxious to join this comwant to be a part of,” she added.
munity. “
The freshman class has already created comWhat makes these students interested in Taymunity using social networking. While most
lor? Aside from an excellent reputation, Taylor’s
recent renovations are something that draws TU classes have a Facebook group or two, the
incoming class took social networking by storm.
interest.
The new Euler Complex certainly draws those The Facebook group ‘Taylor University Class of
in who are interested in studying science as well 2015’ has 382 members, a group nearly the size
as students who don’t plan on spending much of the class.
A few older students are there to answer
time there. Students who don’t want to study
science still like the effort put into the depart- questions, but it’s a group by the freshmen, for
ment. “It shows that we value our programs,” the freshmen. Geoff Nelson was asked to take
charge of the group, which he started as a way
Barnett said.
New students like to see classrooms being to keep in touch with CRAM students from 2010.
The group has been a place for questions,
built and new apartments going up. “All of those
things,” Barnett said, “even the renovations in countdowns and other conversations.
“Anything ranging from urgent prayer requests,
the Reade Center, show an effort to be current.”
The work Taylor puts into its campus show to favorite bands, roommates and anything in
between,” said Nelson. “If you could think about
that the school is invested in its programs and
it, we probably talked about it.”
is interested in growing.
The relationships the Facebook group fostered
Although fancy new buildings grab prospecover the summer has given the incoming stutive students’ attention, Taylor’s intentional
dents a glimpse into Taylor’s community.
community is what really draws people in. It

“It was really awesome to see God begin to
unite us as a single group before we even met
each other,” said Nelson. “It’s amazing what God
has already done with us and I am excited to see
what he continues to do.”
Nelson is hopeful the group continues to grow
and provides a place for the class of 2015 to talk
about TU.
In this year’s freshman class, the gap between
men and women draw closer. There are less than
30 more females than males in the class of 2015,
significantly less than the 71 more girls in last
year’s incoming class.
Although Admissions works deliberately at
recruiting men, it’s still a surprise to see that
many males enroll.
“It is unusual that we’ve had so many more
men apply and men continue that process,” said
Barnett.
It’s an anomaly this year, but one that the
admissions staff hopes will be a trend, not just
a fluke.
We’ve included some graphs to help you
understand the class of 2015 better, but these
numbers don’t tell you enough. This year’s new
students come from many states and countries,
and they all have stories. Get to know the newbies on your wing or in your class and create the
community they came for.

21 FRESHMEN IN IRELAND

Plumes have been making a
statement as accessories since
early summer. Although they have
ruffled the feathers of environmentalists, the trend keeps appearing
in hair, jewelry and even clothes.
The feather hair extensions are
made from specially treated feathers that can be washed and heat
styled. Getting a feather clipped in
can cost about $15.
If you are unsure about the
semi-permanent extension
clip-ons, earrings and necklaces are options to stay trendy.
Contributed by Hannah Duncan

EMILY LUTTRULL

Junior Hannah Duncan, second on right, poses on trip in Prague, Czech Republic with International Business Institute.

While most of us spend our summer breaks working a monotonous job, babysitting
bratty kids or taking a summer class, Junior Hannah Duncan, a double major in
Business Management and International Business, traveled to 14 countries with her
study abroad program, International Business Institute (IBI).
MICAH YORK

STAFF WRITER

While most of us spend our summer breaks working
a monotonous job, babysitting bratty kids or taking
a summer class, Junior Hannah Duncan, a double
major in Business Management and International
Business, traveled to 14 countries with her study
abroad program, International Business Institute
(IBI).
This 10-week intensive program allowed Duncan
to observe and learn in detail how business corporations operate in countries such as Russia, China,
India, Germany and the Czech Republic. Through
this opportunity, Duncan met and conversed with
leaders of powerful players in global business. This
experience led her to explore the role of the United
States in the global economy.
“If we can figure out our debt, our strongest suit
that we have is our innovative and entrepreneurial
spirit,” Duncan said. “The small businessman is
what carries America. I believe in a small government, seeing that on a global scale play out. I’ve
seen it more and more that that is what works for
an economy.”
Duncan said India was her favorite country
because of her experiences with the people and culture. She also crossed visiting the Taj Mahal off her
bucket list.

47 TRANSFER STUDENTS
16 KOREAN STUDENTS

Duncan is optimistic about India’s people and
economy. She said the younger generation of India
believes they can have a leading economy in the
world.
“India has a lot more vigor,” she said. “The new
up-and-coming generation that’s going to be leading
us has so much excitement, and they really believe
that India is the next power. They all speak multiple
languages . . . . From a business standpoint, I’m
excited to see what’s going to happen there.”
Aside from studying other cultures, Duncan studied countries’ economic progression and how they
viewed Americans. She described the atmosphere
of Russia as a place that still had a “strong sense of
oppression and communist rule.”
However, she also recalled meeting two girls while
in Russia who were in awe that she was American
and spoke English.
“They wanted to practice their English with you,
and learn about you,” Duncan said.
She recalled encounters with people from India
who were eager to see the “white” people, and they
wanted to speak with Duncan and her fellow colleagues to practice their English.
Despite the current U.S. economic crisis, many
whom she met were very optimistic.

Through the
Financial Maze

DEAR RONNIE,
RONNIE WILLMARTH S T A F F

What do cotton, milk and college all have
in common?
RACHEAL VACHON

because after two days of classes I hate
my major. What do I do?

businesses if you are interested in giving
back.
Carpool when possible. With fluctuating
gas prices, running errands with multiple
people will conserve gas, which in turn saves
some money in your wallet. Carpooling is
also eco-friendly and a great way to get to
know others. Just remember to give a few
dollars to the driver for his or her kindness.
Reuse and combine. Merging or recycling
spare materials saves a substantial amount
of money, thereby saving trips to the store.
Many household items will serve multiple
purposes with a little creativity. The same
concept goes for errands. Complete as many
as possible in one trip.
Take advantage of discounts and rewards.
Most places offer some type of program to
help their customers save money. You can
sign up for rewards card or emails that often
include coupons. Even memberships can be
helpful if they are cost-effective.
While these are just a few ways to save
money in college, this is only the beginning.
If you have a sharp eye, you will begin to
catch deals wherever you are. College is a
time of learning and new experiences, but
getting through these four years without
spending an astronomical amount of money
takes wisdom and foresight. Let these few
ideas be the beginning of many more moneysaving tips to come.

Dear Lost Soul,
I know how you’re feeling! I’ve been lost before. When
I was a kid I got lost so many times I thought my
parents were trying to get rid of me, although they
claim to simply have been indifferent.
Look, even though everybody says your college major
will define your career, we all know that’s not true. It
feels like it will define your entire LIFE. Choosing the
right major will help you get a good job after college,
which leads to having a spouse, which leads to fun
vacations and children, which leads to fulfillment and
purpose, which leads to living a long life, which leads
to excellent nursing home care.
Choosing the wrong major leads to no job, which
means no spouse, which means no fun, which means
sadness and rashes and being quarantined to a
crummy nursing home where the patients make
strange moaning noises at all hours of the night. So
you definitely don’t want to choose the wrong major.
On the other hand, how do you choose the “right”
major? I’ll give you the piece of career advice I am following: imagine your parents are billionaires and are
going to support you financially for the rest of your life.
What job would you do? If you answer that question
honestly, you’ll find the job or the field you truly love.
Because your parents are billionaires, right? You’d be
doing it purely for fun.
If that didn’t work, you’re out of luck for now. Just
gain some life experience, and find out what you’re
good at. Dabble around. If you’re undecided and people
keep asking you what your major is, say, “I’m dabbling!”
Make a sprinkling motion with your hand when you
say it.
The details always work themselves out. Students
often throw their hands up in defeat and gasp, “What
am I going to do with the rest of my life?” It’s important to think about, but if you’re unsure and fretting
about the specifics, maybe you should ask yourself,
“What am I going to do with my life right now?”
Photo by Kendahl Baer

Junior Jonathan Wormgoor facilitating Welcome Weekend field games.

Photo montage by Tim Riethmiller

Taylor students shop at local thrift store, Helping Hands.

It might be time to trade in the
black rimmed glasses for some
contacts. Males are leaving the
‘hipster’ ways behind for a less
modern and more classical look.
The prep trend most of us encountered in high school is making a
return. Polos tucked into shorts
and complimented by Sperry’s are
a more sophisticated alternative
to the popped collar mistake of the
last prep trend.
Name brands are almost always
associated with a prepped out
look, but H &M and 21 Men offer
trendy options without adding to
your student debt.

QUICK
QUESTION?

WHAT DID YOU EAT FOR
BREAKFAST FOR THE PAST
WEEK?
Respond to echo@taylor.edu in 140
characters of less and see your
response in next week’s paper.

WRITER

I’m feeling a little lost right now

COPY EDITOR

They are continually becoming more expensive. From basic household goods to steep
gas prices, the cost of living is going up
everywhere. All you see are flashing dollar
signs and revolving numbers. You cringe
each time you journey to the store. Let’s face
it: It’s too much to handle sometimes.
The question is, what do you do about
the dilemma you find yourself in? Are there
ways around it?
If you are a wise and conscientious student,
you probably seek to save money whenever
possible. Despite a myriad of obstacles, there
are possibilities. Creativity and conservation
are vital elements to surviving the maze of
college expenses.
Here are a few ideas to begin your list of
money-saving tips:
Take advantage of yard sales. Tomorrow’s annual Upland garage sales mark the
beginning of a weekend-long treasure hunt.
Lawns all throughout Upland will display a
variety of items, providing an opportunity to
find goods you may need for your college stay.
Thrift stores are a great place to buy
clothes. Their low prices are hard to pass
up on a tight budget. Stores such as Helping
Hand in Upland and Goodwill in Marion
provide gently-used products to the public.
Clothes are at reduced prices, and buying
them will aid the community at the same
time. You can even donate clothes to these

“America’s definitely losing a lot of position globally
as an economic power, and that’s a really scary thing
to think about . . . . Still everywhere I went, everyone
saw America as a dream place.”
Other highlights of Duncan’s trip included a ride
on a sleeper train and a visit to MARS factory in
Russia where she saw the production of the Snickers
bar. Her program also allowed for day trips to Paris
and London and seeing the world’s largest crystal
in Austria.
Duncan first heard about IBI through a family
member who had completed the program a few years
prior. The program consisted of 43 other students
and 12 credit hours worth of classes while visiting
over 20 different companies, financial institutes
and factories.
Observing the spirit of business and economics
around the world, she was able to gain a different
perspective on the economy in America. Eventually
Duncan hopes to work in the relational and financial
realms of economics, dealing in stocks and bonds.
She encourages students to take part in a study
abroad program such as IBI to expand their worldviews. Duncan believes the key to a successful college career is to remain globally minded.

LEAVING THE HIP

FOR ADVICE FROM RONNIE CONTECT THE ECHO AT
ECHO@TAYLOR.EDU

SOCIAL
MEDIA
gon e

TAY L O R

STATUS UPDATE FROM
TAYLOR NETWORK
9:27 a.m. and done with class for
the day... senior year isn’t so bad.

FAC T
of

th e

W E E K

DID YOU KNOW?
Coffee was discovered by a goat
in the 9th-century. A goat herder
named Kaldi noticed his goats acting strange after eating cherries
from the coffee tree, so he tried it
for himself.
coffecupnews.org
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Summer Cinema Rewind

Carli Stewart - freshman
“Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
Part II”
“Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
Part II”was an exciting movie,no doubt.
It moved along fairly quickly, and the
graphics were as cool as anything.
However, it left readers of the book
groaning in their seats at how much
of the Dumbledore story was left out.

Alex Mellen - sophomore
“Captain America”
Old-fashioned heroism returned to theaters this summer in“CaptainAmerica.”
Scrawny Steve Rogers is transformed
into a masked super soldier who takes
his job as a symbol of freedom seriously.The 1940s setting feels authentic,
and the action and plot will please any
superhero fan.

Lucas Sweitzer - freshman
“Midnight in Paris”
WoodyAllen’s love letter to Paris,“Midnight in Paris”deals with accomplished writer Gil (OwenWilson),who’s visiting the City of Lights with
his fiancée (Rachel McAdams) when he gets to visit some of his own
artistic inspirations. Best movie of the summer, look for it in Oscar
season.
Lucas Sweitzer - freshman
“Bridesmaids”
This female “Hangover” interpretation has a lot to offer, from more
than a couple cheap laughs and some excellent female performances
from KristenWiig and Maya Rudolph.If you’re looking for a date movie
everyone can appreciate, you’ve found it in “Bridesmaids.”
Lucas Sweitzer - freshman
“The Tree of Life”
Hipsters, alert! With non-linear story-telling and a juxtaposition of
small-town living and prehistoric life-and-death, this Palme-d’Orwinning artfest directed by Terrence Malick is one of those movies
that everyone talks about how beautiful it is, mainly because no one
really understands what it’s about. Don’t waste your time renting it.
Emily Luttrull - senior
“Cowboys & Aliens”
I had high expectations for this movie because cowboys and aliens are
two of my favorite things.Sadly,I was disappointed.Harrison Ford and
Daniel Craig were cowboy studs, but the aliens were underwhelming
and the plot was eye-roll worthy. It was entertaining and the final
battle scene was awesome, but this movie was not nearly as epic and
the title implied.

Lucas Sweitzer - freshman
Kathryn Kroeker - junior
“X-Men: First Class”
“Midnight in Paris”
This great prequel shows a classic rivalry This charming film about an American
from one of the most accomplished comic author who finds his passion during a trip
book series of all time.Starring James McA- to Paris is the perfect feel-good movie for
voy and Michael Fassbender as the future a study break.Is anything more romantic
Professor X and Magneto, this slick super- than traipsing around Paris, circa 1920,
hero story falls just behind “X2 United” to with Ernest Hemingway and a French
be the second-best film in the franchise. coquette?

Jake Rundell - freshman
“The Tree of Life”
The Tree of Life is not a “normal mainstream” movie by any means.
A story of a less then perfect 1950s family, with a mix of symbolic
nature scenes. A great movie for the film buff. But if you’re a casual
movie goer this movies either a hit or miss.

Julia Berger - senior
“Crazy, Stupid Love”
“Crazy, Stupid Love” had serious, funny, awkward, touching and
provocative moments. I was only expecting funny and maybe even
awkward. However, it was a movie with depth and gives a seemingly
honest look as to why some marriages fall apart.

Nathan Shuherk - freshman
“Fright Night”
Craig Gillespie’s remake of the movie “Fright Night” certainly put a
good end to the summer movies.Starring DavidTennant,Colin Farrell
andToni Collette,this movie keeps the classic‘80s horror feel but adds
stunning visuals and new plot twists.

Justin Chisham - senior
“Rise of the Planet of the Apes”
Andy Serkis gives a great performance, effectively expressing nuance
throughout the entire film. However, the human characters leave
much to be desired, with forced dialogue and stilted performances.
It is an acceptable film, but it is far from a true gem.

Becky Farb - sophomore
“The Help”
“The Help” tells the story of a white journalist who breaks every
taboo by interviewing the black maids in her hometown: 1960s
Jackson,Miss. In a society rampant with prejudice,the strength and
tenacity of these women is inspiring. Their stories will alternately
shock you and warm your heart.

Nicole Dynes - senior
“Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part II”
In this epic conclusion to the eight-movie franchise, director David
Yates effectively captures key events from the book, while also taking the artistic freedom to make some changes to better adapt the
story to the big screen. If you’ve seen the other seven films, this is
a must-see.

Josh Larkin - junior
“Source Code”
It’s“Groundhog Day”meets“The Hurt Locker”when soldier Colter
Stevens (Jake Gyllenhaal) learns he must relive the same eight
minutes of a Chicago train bombing in order to stop a terrorist.
“Source Code” spins a suspenseful tale that will leave you wondering what is really real.

iResign
JUSTIN CHISHAM

T

Thatcher Ritz - sophomore
“Super 8”
This movie was well-balanced between
spectacle and character. It had the longest and most violent train crash I had
ever seen yet developed each of the
main characters sufficiently enough
to let the audience bond with them.
Children seemed to be modeled after
“The Goonies.”

A&E EDITOR

he leader has departed from his followers. Let there be time for mourning.
To the howling dismay of Apple fandom around the world, Steve Jobs stepped
down as the CEO of the computer giant last week. Major news outlets beamed
about his “shining innovation,” his “visionary revolution of the consumer-electronics industry” and his “fearless leadership of a media powerhouse.”
Every accompanying picture placed him against stark black backgrounds, making his
visage reminiscent of religious powerhouses.
Of course, by religious powerhouses I mean cult leaders, but I digress.
As I poured over page after page, I found a man who could do no wrong. Allaboutstevejobs.com was
particularly flattering, if you consider eerily specific information as a form of endearment.
However, one page caught my eye more than every other. James Altucher of The Huffington Post
wrote an article titled,“10 Things You Didn’t Know About Steve Jobs.” Some of the things he listed were
of minor interest, while others were downright shocking.
“He is a pescetarian (he doesn’t eat any meat other than fish).”
“He did not go to college.”
“He is a Zen Buddhist.”
“He doesn’t give any money to charity.”
“He tried LSD when he was younger, saying it was ‘one of the two or three most important things I
have done in my life.’”
“He denied paternity on his first child, claiming he was sterile. The mother raised their child using
Welfare checks.”
Wow, leading a geeky cult is the least of his problems.
The perfect man I saw before suddenly became more corrupt. However, Altucher does not take this
chance to look at the man behind the myth.
Instead, he defends Jobs at every turn.
“Rather than focus on which mosquitoes to kill in Africa, Jobs has put his energy into massively
improving quality of life with all of his inventions. I actually think Jobs is probably the most charitable
guy on the planet,” he writes.
Later, he says, “Maybe using a drug which tore him from the normal frame of reference taught him
how to look at problems from such a unique perspective.”
When responding to the paternity mishap,Altucher writes,“I have no judgment on this at all. Raising
kids is hard.”
Yes. Poor Steve Jobs.
I do not wish to judge the Apple founder. I am in no position to point fingers, no matter how despicable I find his actions. We are all fallible, and I, too, am the owner of personal transgressions.
However, I see this as a good reminder. We tend to idolize others, putting them on pedestals too
high for them to manage. This gives our icons too much to live up to and places our God on a rung too
low for his glory. In both cases, our reckless admiration is wrong.
Steve Jobs should be celebrated for his accomplishments, but his innovations are not worthy of
worship.
Apple Inc. will go on without Steve Jobs. After all, he was elected Chairman of the Board, effectively
making this a mere title rearrangement with new CEOTim Cook.“Going on without Steve Jobs”means
“Yeah, we still have Steve Jobs.”
In the end, he did nothing but draw attention to himself and make his stocks drop slightly for one
day. That, and hopefully remind us about the pitfalls of icon worship.

If you are interested in reviewing movies (or whatever mode of entertainment you enjoy), contact me at
justin_chisham@taylor.edu. Feel free to send reviews
on any topic.

M o st po w e rfu l w o m e n ?
tarian. That’s good. That means she
Recently, Forbes released the Top
DEMELZA RAMIREZ
cares for people. Gisele Bundchen
100 Most Powerful Women list.
CONTRIBUTOR
from Brazil, who made No. 60, is
Upon looking at the list of 100
an Environmentalist, which means
women, I felt slightly unsatisfied
by several people who made the list. So I quickly that she cares about recycling and going green.
But the others? Lady Gaga, who was the highestused my handy dictionary to figure out what “powerful” actually means. There were several definitions, ranked celebrity at No. 11, is an entertainer. So
but the one that stuck out to me was “having great powerful. And as much as I’m a Harry Potter fan,
effectiveness.” So I flipped to the Es and found the J.K. Rowling hasn’t really given us anything but the
two definitions that popped out to me for effective- Wizarding World, which is (unfortunately) just a
ness were “adequate to accomplish a purpose” and fictional place. Ellen DeGeneres is a talk-show host.
She doesn’t make laws or govern people. She talks
“producing a deep or vivid impression.”
For the most part, I do feel that 93 percent of about things and about people and to people, but
the list is really great. CEOs, editors and political at the end of the day, that’s all she does. And don’t
figures make up most of the list. But the other seven get me started on Sarah Palin, who has now moved
from being labeled “politics” to “celebrity.” Anyone
percent? Celebrities.
Now, don’t misunderstand me: There’s nothing who does a tour of America to make people more
wrong with celebrities. They’re great . . . for tabloids, aware of our history, yet can’t even get said history
gossip and slandering. And I suppose that the seven right . . . . Is she powerful or just fun to gossip about?
Truth be told, Forbes’ list of the Top 100 Most
listed — one being Lady Gaga — have made a “deep
or vivid impression.” However, the “adequate to Powerful Women is a pretty good list, and most of
accomplish a purpose” is debatable. Yes, celebrities the people on the list deserve to be there, whether
have influence on the younger generations, includ- they’re popular people or not. However, I think it’s
ing college students, but really — powerful? Do they time we figure out if those who are meant to “enterrun countries? Make laws? Do they actually run tain” us can really be powerful, especially if they
the companies that make the clothing and other don’t have anything but their celebrity status to
show for it. I, for one, am now wondering if the Top
fashionable doodads that bear their name? No.
Perhaps I am being overly harsh on the celebri- 100 Most Powerful Men will come out, and if so, how
ties. I will admit that some things they do are great. many celebrities will end up on that.
Angelina Jolie is listed as a celebrity and a humani-

FORBES TOP TEN MOST POWERFUL WOMEN
1. Angela Merkel - Chancellor of Germany
2. Hillary Clinton - United States Secretary of State
3. Dilma Rousseff - President of Brazil
4. Indra Nooyi - Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of PepsiCo Inc.
5. Sheryl Sandberg - Chief Operating Officer of Facebook and Internet entrepreneur
6. Melinda Gates - Co-chair of Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
7. Sonia Gandhi - President of the Indian National Congress
8. Michelle Obama - United States First Lady and health advocate
9. Christine Lagarde - Managing Director of International Monetary Fund
10. Irene Rosenfeld - Chairman and CEO of Kraft Foods
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SMALL GROUP, BIG DECISION

O

be a servant of Christ.”
ver the summer I
GABRIEL BAIN
Fearing what others may
came across a video
OPINIONS EDITOR
think of you is never good.
that really spoke to
Fear is very powerful. Everyme about how most
people, especially teenagers, com- one experiences it, but it’s how you deal with
fear that shows your true character.
municate with one another.
Later in Mali’s poem he asks the quesTaylor Mali recited a poem during Def
Poetry Jam, a poetry session. To open his tion, “What has happened to our conviction?”
satirical poem, Mali said, “In case you Mali believes that words and phrases simihaven’t realized, it has somehow become lar to “like” and “you know what I mean”
un-cool to sound like you know what you are are common in our dialogue because we lack
conviction.
talking about.”
Upon reading the comments on his video
He then proceeded to explain the different types of words people use in their sen- and talking with others about the poem,
I have found some who
tences, such as “like,” “you
disagree with the poet.
know” and “OK”. Mali said
I have heard people say
these words are often used
they will end a declarative
because we are afraid to
sentence with an inflection
express our true feelings to
“Fear is very powthat makes the sentence a
others for fear of what they
erful. Everyone
question in order to get a
may think.
experiences it, but
response from the person
We all have noticed other
they are having the converpeople using these phrases,
it’s how you deal
sation with. This could be
but are we aware of using
with fear that
true, but it is ultimately a
these in our own conversashows your true
reason for us to see what
tions? More importantly,
character.”
our peers think of our halfdo we know or recognize
hearted opinions.
the reasons for the usage of
Mali ended his poem perthese words?
fectly by saying, “It is not
Personally, I have found
enough these days to quesmyself using “like” incorrectly in a sentence because I wasn’t con- tion authority. You’ve got to speak with it,
fident in the statement I was saying. But too.”
In order to be taken seriously by the genthere are teenagers and even some adults
out there who, for some reason, have never erations before us, we must change the way
been confident enough to make a definitive we communicate with one another. Having
conviction in your dialogue is a great start.
statement.
Caring about what people think of you I challenge you to omit useless words in
is not biblical, and it can mess with your your sentences that make you look like you
self confidence. Galatians 1:10 says, “For are unsure of or afraid to share what you
am I now seeking the approval of man, or believe in. The people in your life will truly
of God? Or am I trying to please man? If I appreciate it.
were still trying to please man, I would not

A

us to see firsthand the amazing
t Taylor it is easy to turn
GABRIEL BAIN
work God is doing in someone’s
down awesome opportuniOPINIONS EDITOR
life.
ties to get closer to God.
Stop making excuses like saying
Let’s be honest; we are
surrounded by so many chances that you have no time in your schedules to join a
we think it’s fine to turn down any opportu- small group and doing so will interrupt your
nity we get because either we go to church and studies. These excuses are generally false
chapel or we attend spiritual renewal and other because if you really wanted to join, you would
adjust your schedule to fit a small group in.
special services once a semester.
I understand that most of us have busy The reason behind making these excuses is that
schedules, and it is hard to commit to every it’s easier to make up an excuse about why you
opportunity that comes our way. But when can’t go instead of being straight up and saying
available, we should be more than willing to that you are not interested.
How often in our lives do we get the chance to
accept any invitation that comes along, which
sit down with other believers
allows our relationship with
and discuss our faith? ColGod to grow.
lege is a short four years, and
One opportunity I chose
when it is up, you will long
not to decline last year was
“Establishing relationfor that great opportunity
j o i n i n g m y f l o o r ’s s m a l l
you once had.
group. I contemplated not
ships with one another
I am not here to say you
joining, but it turned out to
is powerful because
must go to small groups in
be one of the best decisions I
order to be a true follower
made last year, as it helped
it allows us to see
of Christ, because that is
my spiritual relationship
firsthand the amazing
simply not true. I just want
with God grow more than it
to make it clear that small
work God is doing in
ever has.
groups are one of the best
Small groups are a great
someone’s life.”
opportunities around camway to establish accountabilpus to grow spiritually with
ity with others in your dorm
others.
that you may not have had
Before joining a small
otherwise. It allows you to
develop relationships with those in your small group you must search your own heart. Ask
group, and through those relationships you can yourself if you’re willing to commit your time
and your love to those who need it and are
share your daily struggles with others.
Small groups are also important for group willing to give it back.
Small groups are a great way to grow with
prayer. Having a close group of people holding
you accountable and praying for you is just a fellow believers. When deciding whether to
part of why small groups are extremely impor- join small groups or not, think about Hebrews
10:24-25: “And let us consider how to stir up one
tant.
Small groups are designed to promote rela- another to love and good works, not neglecting
tionships with others. And that’s what Chris- to meet together, as is the habit of some, but
tianity is all about. Establishing relationships encouraging one another, and all the more as
with one another is powerful because it allows you see the Day drawing near.”

CHAOS CONTROL

A

GA B R I E L

t the beginning of every school same results as if you were bombarded with
y e a r, c o l l e g e s t u d e n t s a c r o s s work.
the country say the same thing:
I have also heard how willpower will
I am going to be organized and always beat out procrastination — which is
get better grades this year. For true — but it is still possible to have free
most of them it does not happen. time without procrastinating.
The goal that college students
First you must create a schedule
start off with is usually inter- and prioritize. I know spontaneous people
rupted by outside distractions. who don’t like their lives to be overtaken by
Whether those distractions are a schedule because they think it takes the
friends or Facebook, they are fun out of everything they do. But it actually
generally a result of poor orga- does the complete opposite.
nization. While each student digs deeper
Creating a schedule allows you to organize
into the semester, schoolwork will start to what needs to be done first so that you may
pile up, as will the distractions surrounding have free time later. So actually, it puts the
him or her.
fun back into everything you do. Also, priAs a student , some events will be oritizing prevents procrastination because
hard to say no to, but your abundance of all of the work you have to do becomes much
school work will not allow you to attend. At clearer than before. It becomes much easier
times your room might look like a natural to say no to something if you have your pridisaster just took place because you were orities straightened out.
The next step is to
too busy to clean.
q u i t b e i n g l a z y. L a z iAs a result of
ness is almost like a disallowing your work to
pile up, your grades
Laziness is almost like a dis- ease spreading across
campuses nationwide.
might begin to drop.
ease spreading across cam- It starts with one perWhen this occurs you
son then slowly moves
have to work even
puses nationwide. It starts
to the next. You must
harder to get caught up,
with one person then slowly
separate yourself from
and subsequently you
those who are lazy. They
lose your free time with
moves to the next.
will only impair your
friends. Being able to
chances of becoming a
balance your time-conmore proactive person.
suming schoolwork with
Generally, being lazy is not a good feelcare-free fun with your friends is imperative
ing. Even those who seem to be hardcore
to enjoy your college experience.
Some might think schoolwork is advocates of laziness will admit they don’t
the most important thing in the world and enjoy their lethargic attitudes. Before your
friends don’t matter. But if you overload work load becomes too much, adopt a more
yourself with work and deny yourself some down-to-business lifestyle.
L a s t l y, s h u t o f f y o u r Fa c e b o o k . Yo u
down time to relax and have a good laugh,
then chances are you will end up with the shouldn’t even be signed in to it while

B A I N

Illustrated by: Rodrigo Carneiro

BY

you’re doing schoolwork. Facebook is great
for distractions, and it serves as an immense
proponent to procrastination. One minute
you’re reading about erogenous zones, and
the next you’re checking to see if that new
person in your math class is dating someone.
The less time you spend on Facebook, the
better.
Balancing free time with your friends and
schoolwork can only be as effective as you

allow it to be. If your schedule is not realistic and you are not serious about actively
seeking better ways to improve your cluttered life, then finding free time will be
hard to do. In a quote from a study done by
George Mason University, “It is easier to
find something to do with extra time then
to find extra time to do something.”

Need a soapbox?
Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
Email Gabriel_Bain@taylor.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.
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WAGON WHEEL CONTINUED...
TROJAN SPORTS

IN BRIEF
MEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY
RESULTS
Season not yet started
SCHEDULE
09/09 at Olivet Nazarene
Midwest Classic 6:45 p.m.
REVIEW
Season not yet started
WOMEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY
RESULTS
Season not yet started
Photo by Tim Riethmiller

“It was great blocking,” Stutzman said.
“[Colton] Martinez put a huge block on I think
it was the safety or the outside backer. He
just pushed him out, and I just cut off that
and just went. After that I don’t remember
much except running.”
Despite the early hot hand of Freeman,
Taylor remained committed to the run, and it
paid off oin their third possession when they
marched 62 yards down the field on 10 plays
and scored with a four-yard run by juniorrunning back Taylor Johnson.
Anderson mixed in their own running
game and broke into the red zone for the first
time just before the end of the first quarter,
but back-to-back sacks by senior Nathan
Boland just as the lights turned on kept the
Ravens from scoring.
The Trojan offense didn’t look as crisp in
the second quarter, fumbling three snaps,
committing several penalties and losing the
ball to a fumble while driving in Anderson
territory. Taylor failed to convert after a
blocked punt by senior Josh Finch gave them
the ball on the Raven 23 late in the first half.
Taylor’s front seven continued to apply
pressure and Anderson’s offense did not pass
the 50-yard line until sophomore Nick Gathrite fumbled what was turning into a good
punt return with less than two minutes left
in the first half. The Ravens had a chance to
cut the deficit in half, but a pass attempt on a
fake field goal was broken up in the end zone
by junior Brett Currens. Taylor went into the
half leading 14-0.
“We planned on blocking the field goal,
but we just kept telling each other ‘watch the
fakes, watch the fakes,’” said junior linebacker
Bryan Onuselogu. “That was key because
if they would have scored, the momentum
might have shifted.”
It took time for both offenses to adjust to
the low-lying lights as they took full effect in
the third quarter. The teams traded punts
until Anderson ruined the shutout 41 seconds
into the fourth quarter on a 15-yard touchdown run by sophomore running back Marcus
Spann. The extra point attempt was blocked
to keep the score at 14-6. Spann finished the
game with 139 yards on 21 carries for his fifth
straight game with over 100 yards rushing.
But Freeman and the Trojans answered
right back, driving 72 yards down the field for

Sophomore Chris Stutzman runs 68 yards for the Trojans’ first touchdown last night. Stutzman led all receivers
with 143 yards receiving on eight catches.

their first touchdown in more than two quarters. The scoring drive ended on a 13-yard
fade from Freeman to Stutzman on third and
four.
“He just kept on getting open,” Freeman
said.
The drive ate up 5:27 and gave the Ravens
just 8:45 to make up a 21-6 deficit.
“I thought that showed a lot about our guys
that we can come back after they score, we
come back and we drive the ball,” Stutzman
said. “I thought we responded really well to
that.”
Johnson got his second touchdown of the
game with 1:44 left to play on a 7-yard touchdown run. Taylor led 28-6 after the score, and
the game ended at that count.
As fireworks exploded over Jim Wheeler
Stadium, the Trojans hoisted the wagon
wheel for the 10th time, and the fourth time
in a row. At 1-0 Taylor is looking to compete
for their third straight winning season and
to secure a spot in the NAIA playoffs for the
first time in over a decade.

“Grateful to get the first win,” Freeman
said. “For sure.”
Freeman went 17-27 for 231 yards and
two touchdowns in his first start as a Trojan.
Stuzman led Taylor with 148 yards receiving
on eight catches.
“I was pretty nervous,” Freeman said. “I
just tried to step up into the role as quarterback and take control of the huddle and just
do what I could.”
The Trojan defense picked up where it left
off last season, allowing just six points and
only 267 yards of total offense on the night.
Onuselogu recorded 13 tackles to lead the
team, and Boland added two sacks.
The home game under the lights was the
second in Taylor history, and Korfmacher
hopes that when Anderson comes back to
Upland in 2013, Jim Wheeler Stadium will
have permanent lights and field turf in place.
“That’s the goal,” Korfmacher said Wednesday.
Taylor will continue its season next Saturday at Iowa Wesleyan at 2 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL LEAVES RED RAIDER CLASSIC 3-1
diately after the match,” Smith
The volleyball team began a
JON STROSHINE
said. “It was great to hear the
promising 2011 campaign with
SPORTS WRITER
players articulate that they can’t
a 3-1 showing in last weekend’s
give up, there are no breaks.”
Red Raider Classic in Orange
The team learned a lot about its strengths,
City, Iowa.
The Lady Trojans defeated Briar Cliff in as well, such as senior leadership from the
straight sets and Hastings by a score of 3-1 team’s two returning NAIA All-Americans,
Friday before losing 3-2 to Doane and beat- Betsy Brown and Kelsey Pritchard.
Pritchard recorded 66 kills in the tournaing Northwestern (Iowa) 3-1 Saturday.
“We were pretty pleased with this week- ment on her way to winning the Mid-Central
end,” Head Coach Brittany Smith said. Conference Hitter of the Week award.
Brown totaled 156 assists on the weekend,
“Obviously we would’ve wanted to go 4-0 but
felt like we learned some really good things helping her wrap up the MCC Setter of the
about our team and where we needed to Week award.
“They’ve kinda been through everything,
improve.”
One of those areas of potential improve- and that’s what we look for from our senior
ment showed itself when the Trojans leaders,” Smith said. “They know what to
dropped the second set of their match expect, they know what it takes, they understand when more needs to be given, and they
against Hastings.
“One of our goals this year is to really work understand all the different dynamics that
on our mental toughness,” Smith said. “We can happen during the season.”
The Trojans also got some breakout perfeel like we have the skill to dominate some
opponents. We know that we will not go 3-0 formances from new talent to complement
every match, but we have an expectation for the veterans.
One such performance came from junior
types of teams that that will happen with.”
The loss to Doane confirmed the same Ali Swart, who announced her arrival with
a 20-kill performance in the win against
issue.
“We had a chance to talk about it imme- Northwestern.

“The team needs me to be more than a
practice player this year,” Swart said. “I am
thankful that through hard work and lots
of playing this off-season, I am ready to fill
the team’s role for me using the gifts God
has given me.”
Swart is part of a strong attack that complements one of the better defensive units
in the country.
Team chemistry also looks to be a strength.
“We aren’t going to be the most talented
team in the nation, but we can be the most
team-focused,” Swart said.
Taylor plays its first two home games of
the year today with a 4 p.m. match against
Olivet Nazarene and a 7 p.m. game versus
No. 17 Indiana Tech.
The Trojans will begin conference play
next week with Wednesday’s match at Goshen and Friday’s contest at St. Francis.
All games are part of the long road back
to Iowa, which will again host the NAIA
National Championship.
“I think they see it as an opportunity. They
are excited,” Smith said of her seniors’ view
on the season. “They will leave nothing
undone to get this team back to nationals.”

SCHEDULE
09/09 at Olivet Nazarene
Midwest Classic 6:45 p.m.
REVIEW
Season not yet started
FOOTBALL 1-0 (0-0)
RESULTS
09/01 versus Anderson W,
28-6
SCHEDULE
09/10 at Iowa Wesleyan
2 p.m.
REVIEW
The football team won their
first game of the season
28-6 over Anderson on
Thursday night. See article
for full recap.
MEN’S SOCCER 3-0
(0-0)
RESULTS
08/26 versus Olivet Nazarene W, 3-1
08/27 at Judson W, 2-1
08/31 versus Georgetown
W, 3-0
SCHEDULE
09/06 versus Indiana Tech
4 p.m.
REVIEW
In a very physical match,
the men’s soccer team
remained undefeated by
beating Georgetown 3-0 on
Wednesday. Senior Daniel
Miller, freshman Tim Daniels and junior Jordan Grant
supplied the scoring for the
Trojans. Senior goalkeeper
Josh Giuliano saved eight
shots for his first shutout
of the season. See article
for full recap.
WOMEN’S SOCCER
1-1 (0-0)
RESULTS
08/26 versus Houghton
L, 1-3
08/27 versus Asbury W, 3-0
SCHEDULE
09/02 at Hannibal
LaGrange 4 p.m.
09/08 versus Marygrove
4 p.m.

REVIEW
After falling in their
season opener 1-3 to No.
18 Houghton Friday, the
women’s soccer team
bounced back with a 3-0
win over Asbury on Friday.
Sophomore Molly Drooger
connected on two goals
from assists by juniors
Leah Beck and Cara Johnson. Drooger added an
assit when she fed Senior
Taylor Hale for the Trojans’
third and final goal. Junior
keeper Corri Sehr recorded
two saves and earned her
first shutout of the season.
MEN’S TENNIS 0-2
(0-1)
RESULTS
08/27 at Northwestern
Ohio L, 0-9
08/30 at Spring Arbor L,
1-8
SCHEDULE
09/02 versus Cedarville
4 p.m.
09/03 versus Huntington
10 a.m.
09/06 versus St. Francis
4 p.m.
09/08 at Olivet Nazarene
3 p.m.
REVIEW
After falling 0-9 in their
season open to Northwestern Ohio, the men’s tennis
team lost another tough
one to Spring Arbor in their
first conference game by
a count of 1-9. Juniors
Wes Nitzsche and Jon Erny
both took their matches to
three sets but fell in the
final frame. Senior Jon
Wegener’s 7-6, 7-6 victory
from the No. 2 slot was the
only win of the day for the
Trojans.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
1-1 (1-0)
RESULTS
08/27 at Northwestern
Ohio L, 4-5
09/01 at Spring Arbor W,
8-1
SCHEDULE
09/03 versus Huntington
10 a.m.
09/06 at St. Francis 2:30
p.m.
09/08 at Olivet Nazarene
3 p.m.
REVIEW
The women’s tennis team
won their first match of
the season 8-1 over Spring
Arbor on Thursday. The
win came in the team’s
first conference matchup.
The Trojans beat Spring
Arbor 8-1 last season in to
conclude conference play.
VOLLEYBALL 3-1
(0-0)
RESULTS
08/26 versus Briar Cliff
W, 3-0
08/26 versus Hastings
W, 3-1
08/27 versus Doene L, 2-3
08/27 at Northwestern
(Iowa) W, 3-1

Photo By Tim Riethmiller

Junior midfielder Kris Schonewill plays a ball Wednesday
against Georgetown. Schonewill and the Trojans got their first
shutout of the season in the match.

made a violent tackle
The men’s soccer team
WILL FAIRFAX
on freshman midfielder
won 3-0 on Wednesday
CONTRIBUTOR
Giovanny Guthro. Shaver
afternoon in a heated
was given another yellow
battle with the Georgetown Tigers. The victory improved card, after having been booked earlier,
Taylor’s record to 3-0, their best start and was given a red card.
In the 83rd minute, senior goalsince 1988.
The Trojans struggled early on to keeper Josh Giuliano went to punch
put the ball in the back of the net. the ball out of the box but accidenTaylor had numerous chances to score, tally hit a Tiger player. Georgetown
including in the 19 minute when was given a penalty kick, after a brief
multiple Trojans had shots blocked, scuffle was broken up. Giuliano made
eventually ending in a shot over the a diving save to his right. He finished
with eight saves and his first shutout
crossbar.
The deadlock was broken by senior of the season.
With the Tigers down to 10 men,
central midfielder Daniel Miller in the
38th minute. The goal was the first the Trojans were able to score in the
of the defensive specialist’s 59-game 85 minute when junior David Pfeifer
Trojan career. Junior forward Joel stole the ball from a Tiger defender at
Ritz picked up the assist on the play, the 18 and laid the ball off to junior
forward Jordan Grant, who put it in
his third in three games.
The game was very physical the back of the net. Grant was last
throughout, and there were numer- week’s MCC men’s soccer offensive
ous fouls on both sides throughout the player of the week. Pfeifer got the
game. In the 26 minute, Georgetown’s assist on the play.
The Trojans’ head coach Gary Ross
Taylor Shaver was given a yellow card
for arguing over a call in which he talked about the game, saying, “Well,
pushed a Trojan player to the ground we had a pretty poor showing in the
after having been warned earlier. first half. We didn’t possess the ball
The Tigers’ Benjamin Aspillaga also like we would like to, [but] we fought
received a yellow card at the end of for it and we ended up scoring a goal.
the first half for blocking a Trojan Defensively there were several key
moments where we stuffed them.”
from taking a free kick.
Coach Ross also said that his team
The Trojans scored a goal in the
opening minute of the second half kept their cool during the heated
when freshman midfielder Tim Dan- moments at times, but at other times
iels scored off of a free kick just out- they lost their composure a little bit.
The Trojans’ next game is next
side the box. The ball soared over the
wall and into the top corner, giving Tuesday at home against Indiana
Tech. It is the second of a six-game
the Trojans a 2-0 lead.
In the 77th minute Taylor Shaver home stand.
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MEN’S SOCCER REMAINS UNDEFEATED

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Kelsey Meyer
YEAR:

Junior

LOCATION ON
CAMPUS:

Peace, love, 3CO

POSITION:

No. 2 singles / No. 2
doubles

FAVORTIE TENNIS
SHOT:

Forehand cross-court

FUNNIEST TEAMMATE

Tara Gnagy of course

PEPSI OR COKE:

Coke

FAVORITE APP:

Angry Birds

